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eve gardiner, charlie's mother, is a character who one might imagine is just another brave, myth- and legend-ful woman of the time. in the novel, however, she is anything but a fictional character, and there are many reasons why this is so. this courageous woman is eve gardiner, and it is she who has set out on an
exciting journey to locate a long-lost agent. she finds him living in a bomb shelter with his mysterious granddaughter, in a world where no one is quite sure what's real or not. charlie's adventures in the government's recently rebranded alice network take her to isolated, war-torn spain, where the matriarchs of algeciras
have once again become a female-led underground network of clandestine operatives. the four generations of jane, sallie, katherine, and mary are all meant to resemble characters from a nativity play, with each daughter revealing her own strengths, and beginning to learn how she differs from her sisters. her mother

and father have the perfect marriage, and they give each of their girls unconditional love and support. but as their children grow, the two parents (and the children) begin to discover the reality of life. nancy carver tiberiu is a senior biology information specialist for the chesapeake bay program at the university of
maryland center for environmental science. in addition to serving as editor of the bay journal, she and her husband terry, an infectious disease epidemiologist, live in annapolis, md, and have four grown children. the daughter of a baptist minister and a dancer, nancy tiberiu has always been fascinated by stories of

people who are wrongfully imprisoned and of women who have found ways to support themselves and their families using their innate abilities.
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like alice in lewis carroll's alice's adventures in wonderland, these wisecracking strong women have no trouble grasping a non-standard problem. charlie, the book's main character, is tenacious: she has set her sights on everything from figuring out which presidential candidate would best revive the economy to helping out a lost but
deserving servant. and when it comes to life, charlie is indeed an alice-like character, since she is impulsive, reckless, unpredictable, irrational and far too often, vindictive. quinn's story is set in an alternate-universe 1950s, where women such as eve gardiner (charlie's mother) and lili la rouge, charlie's primary cia handler, have

broken the glass ceiling and are playing an integral part in american foreign policy. as eve discovers, "it was my job to stay alive, even when it was dangerous, even when i was on some lonely, remote assignment, even when this was all going to crash down. do it, do it, do it. after long months of inaction, the slow crawling of inertia,
there is only action now, and it feels great. charlie is the character who best epitomizes the adventurer's spirit, and it is her impetuous adventures that have the reader engrossed. in the end, she is a beacon of hope in a darker landscape, where men are sexist and sexist themselves. the story describes a world where women are left

to carry on in the male-dominated world, as super-patriotic, free-spirited or supremely self-sacrificing, in some cases even by sacrificing themselves. quinn deftly blends the personal with the political in this adventure story, where reality is stranger than fiction. one can feel the pages turning as charlie races after eve, who is
harboring in plain sight the same elusive secret agent, named charlie. 5ec8ef588b
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